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Mr Allen will contact you directly.

 How to sample an ecosystem to determin the distribution and abundance of a particular species.

Continue with research on a major oil disaster.  Check the assignment instructions in order to include the required amount of detail in your write up. Deadline is the 22nd.

Tasks and research relating to health and safety of using computer equipment - look at the risk factors and hazards, and suggest possible solutions to minimise their impact. Meeting 
Wed 20/5 at 11am. Deadline Fri 22/5 11am to allow time for marking and feedback.

During the online tutorial Year 10 will practice their speaking skills – describing pictures and their own room (it would be good if rooms were tidy!) and answering exam-style 
questions. They will also practice speaking about public transport, and do some reading and writing tasks to wrap up the unit “Where I live”. Tutorial on Friday at 10pm, work to be 
handed in by Wednesday, 4pm. 

 How to sample an ecosystem to determin the distribution and abundance of a particular species.

Finish the product launch of your chocolate bar by working on your presentation.  Make it as interesting as you can for maximum impact.  You need to film the delivery of your 
presentation and make sure I can hear your commentary. You can be visible or behind the camera - your choice.  Be dramatic, be creative.  Powerpoints to be submitted in 
Assignments. Videos and recordings uploaded into Files area. Meeting Tues 19/5 2pm. Deadline end of Wed 20/5 for time to feedback before half term.

Health, fitness and Wellbeing, Work will be set in the class notebook.  A tutorial will be held at 1:30pm on Tuesday.  The everleaenrer will also have a task to complete.  In total 90 
minutes work.

TYPOLOGIES - PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGES Take photographs to create a sequence using food  It could be the eating, molding, cooking, peeling etc. Take a photograph of your plate 
everytime you eat dinner and/ or finish dinner. Take photographs of a collection (Shoes, Nail varnishes etc.) . Take photographs of items that are the same colour or shape. This is a 
bigger task so you will have until after Half term to complete - 5th June. Realistically this will take 6hrs to complete over a longer period depending on the subjects you choose to 
photograph.

Week Commencing 18/05/2020

Online lessons are 10am on Monday and 1pm on Friday, as per. On Monday, we will go through your answers on My Last Duchess (MLD) as a class. I will discuss the exam mark 
scheme and show you how to write a comparative essay as we are aiming to compare MLD with Ozymandias and write it up as an exam essay.

Travel vocabulary is used in a longer speech. Use video tutorials and guided writing tasks to help you write a longer speech. Personal project work continues with improving letters 
and sending them to our chosen heroes. 

We will be looking at inequalities, both linear and quadratic, showing solutions on a number line. I will be running two group chats to introduce the topic - Pupils should attend 
the session they've been invited to. Diagnostic Questions continues to be set every Tuesday and Friday - Pupils should ensure they review any incorrect answers. Skills Check will be 
available a day early this week (Thursday 9am) to be completed, marked by pupils and uploaded to Teams by end of Friday latest (22nd May).

Our online lesson is at 10am on Monday where we will be looking at how writers structure their texts to make them interesting to the reader. If you are unable to make the 10am 
lesson, you must watch the video of the lesson to make sure you can do the work properly.

Ms Mitchell will contact you directly.

Naturalism is a theatre movement from the 19th and 20th centuries.  Research into the theatre movement, and a specific playwright of the time. Reading of one play: Hedda Gabler 
(either act one of the play or the whole play). The play can be read online or can be purchased online as a physical copy.  Work should take around 2 hours. After half term we will be 
working on creating a naturalistic scene from Hedda Gabler. Video or voice call at 1.15pm Thursday. 

205ta - Composition - For this weeks task, you will be continuing to bring your composition together. Work on anything that you need to continue with (ie lyrics, melody, chords, 
structure, instrumentation etc). If you have any recordings of melodic ideas, or a score you would prefer to send, then please attach that also. You should spend at least 2 hours on 
this piece of work. Any problems or help required, please get in contact. There will be a group chat at 1:15pm on the Tuesday to make sure you all understand what you have to do 
and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Tuesday 1-3) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm) for feedback.

Deadline 5th of June. This is a time consuming task so you have 3 weeks to get this done. You should complete the task in 4-6 hrs. For many years artists have studied feet and hands 
to develop their drawing skills
As part of your GCSE you Must have a portfolio of work that shows  HIGH LEVEL drawing skills
Produce A series of drawing studies using feet as your subject matter.
•Use pencil or charcoal depending on what you have
•Use directed lighting to enhance shape.
•Explore a large variety of pencil shades

Subjects

We'll look at black holes, remind ourselves about forces, mass, gravity and energy. In the chat we'll try to pull together what we've done so far on astrophysics. 

This week, year 10 investigate what environmental impacts industry has and how the rural landscape in the UK is changing. They need to work through the tasks, ensuring all 
questions are answered, checking how many marks are available. We have a meeting at 1.30pm on Thursday to discuss the tasks should they wish to and the work can be done in 
2.5 hours. Work will be due in on Friday 22nd May at 1.00pm this week. Please encourage your child to meet the deadline.
This week we will continue are studies of one of the key topics of this module; the relationship between the king Charles II and Parliament. We will look at the third ministry of the 
reign, the Danby ministry, and consider how Charles II skilfully outmanoeuvred his opponents to ride the political storms of the later years of his reign connected with various plots 
and the Exclusion Crisis.

Year 10 have worked hard on vocabulary to describe their home and local area. We will continue with this using the SB and sentences we worked on last week. There will be a Team 
lesson on Friday 22nd May 11.15am and students should check the assingment brief beforehand to see what materials they need, Lesson (40-45mins) There will be 2 further tasks 
(up to 30 mins each) to complete over the week. Turn in by Wednesday 3rd June 4.00pm


